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We investigate unused low rating categories in performance appraisals as an incentive design choice in

short-term interactions. The literature proposes that unused low rating categories trigger what we term an

Incentive, an Evaluation and a Kindness-of-Scale Effect. We explore how these effects affect performance in

short-term interactions in two field experiments on Amazon MTurk. Subjects worked on a real effort task

over two periods and received private rank feedback. The computer rated performance using three categories.

In the baseline treatment subjects saw the rating scale with the actual three rating categories. In the other

treatments subjects saw an additional fourth - but unused - low rating category. Dependent on the treatment,

subjects were informed or not that the additional low category was unused. We do not find evidence that

an unused low rating category increases performance in short-term interactions, independent of whether

individuals are informed or not that this category is unused. Our results indicate that individuals do not

only consider their individual incentives and performance ranking but also pay attention to the kindness of

a rating scale in short-term interactions.
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1. Introduction

About 46% of non-managers and 60% of managers receive performance based payments (U.S.

Census Bureau 2015). In such payment schemes, companies usually define rating scales to evaluate

employees’ performance and distribute payments accordingly.

Studies find that employees almost never rank in lower rating categories (see for example Ock-

enfels et al. 2015, Frederiksen et al. 2017) and thus that lower rating categories are often unused

in performance appraisals.

The literature in psychology and economics considers unused rating categories in performance

appraisals as rating biases of supervisors who assign too lenient ratings (see for example Landy and

Farr 1980 and Prendergast 1999). However, most of the companies do not prevent unused rating

categories by for example requiring supervisors to rank pre-defined percentages of employees in
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each rating category (Holland 2006). As a result, while low rating categories are often unused, they

are not removed from the scale of possible evaluations.

Motivated by the observation that many firms employ scales where the lowest categories are

unused, we investigate unused low rating categories as an incentive design choice. We examine

whether the presence of an unused low rating category in performance appraisals increases perfor-

mance in short-term interactions. We refer to an unused low rating category as ”dummy category”.

When individuals believe that a dummy category is actually used, economic reasoning and

tournament theory suggest that it triggers an Incentive Effect that raises performance. Employees

have higher incentives to perform in the presence of a dummy category as low performance may

result in lower ratings and payments. In that light, Berger et al. (2013) show that forcing supervisors

to use lower rating categories increases performance. Moreover, following Lazear and Rosen (1981),

a dummy category increases incentives when the payment scheme resembles a tournament since it

increases the (perceived) prize spread of possible payments.

A broad stream of literature demonstrates that individuals reciprocate behavior of others by

rewarding favors and penalizing unkindness (Rabin 1993, Fehr et al. 1993, 1997, Fehr and Rocken-

bach 2003, Falk et al. 2008). Employees receive more generous ratings in the form of higher relative

ratings when they believe that the dummy category is actually used. Accordingly, a dummy cate-

gory may trigger positively reciprocal reactions that raise performance (see for example Ockenfels

et al. 2015, Sebald and Walzl 2014). We refer to this as Evaluation Effect. However, such a dummy

category may also be seen as unkind and signal bad intentions of the employer as an additional

punishment option is introduced (Bowles and Polańıa-Reyes 2012). This, in turn, may trigger neg-

atively reciprocal reactions that reduce performance (Levine 1998, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

2004). We refer to this as negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect.

When employees know that the category is unused, incentives and ratings of employees remain

unchanged. However, such a transparent dummy category may signal kindness and good faith of

employers transmitting that they intentionally do not use an available punishment option. This,

in turn, may induce positively reciprocal reactions and increase performance (positive Kindness-

of-the-Scale Effect).

We tested how a dummy category affects performance in short-term interactions in two field

studies in the online labor market of Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk; Horton et al. (2011)).

In Study I, we investigated the potential reciprocal reactions to a dummy category when sub-

jects believe that the category is used. More specifically, we tested whether the Evaluation Effect

raises performance and hence outperforms the negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect. Therefore, we

excluded the Incentive Effect of a dummy category by design. In Study II, we examined the total

performance effect of a dummy category and hence the joint effect of potential reciprocal reactions
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and the Incentive Effect. More specifically, we tested whether a dummy category raises perfor-

mance and hence whether the Incentive Effect and Evaluation Effect jointly raise performance

and thus outperform the negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect. Moreover, we examined whether a

transparent dummy category and thus the positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect raises performance.

Both studies followed the same base protocol. As a university department, we hired subjects to

digitize handwritten class grades but did not disclose that this task was an experiment. Subjects

worked twice in two consecutive weeks. We used week one only to rank and provide feedback to

subjects in week two. For their work in week one, subjects received a bonus payment based on

relative performance. We explained the incentive mechanism of the bonus payment, but did not

reveal the rating scale such that week one was identical across treatments. Accordingly, we analyze

treatment effects only in week two. In week two, subjects saw their individual performance rating

and resulting bonus payment for week one before they worked again on the same task. To evaluate

how a dummy category affects subjects’ well-being and the perception of rating scales, we asked

how satisfied they were with their rating and how kind they perceived their rating scale.

The computer rated performance using three categories but subjects either saw three or four

rating categories, dependent on the treatment. In treatment No Dummy (ND), subjects saw the

actual three rating categories used by the computer. In treatment Dummy (D), subjects saw an

additional fourth category that was never used. We did not inform that the additional category

was never used.

In Study I, we tested whether the potential positive Evaluation Effect raises performance and

hence is stronger than the potential negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect. To exclude the potential

Incentive Effect, subjects did not receive a rating or bonus payment but the same fixed payment

in both treatments ND and D in week two. Thus, only the rating (scale) shown for week one

varied between treatments as either 3 or 4 rating categories were displayed in the performance

appraisal. Accordingly, differences between treatments in week two can only be influenced by the

rating (scale) seen for week one.

A dummy category did not raise performance in week two of Study I: Average performance and

performance across rating categories did not differ significantly between treatments ND and D.

Subjects did not report higher satisfaction with their individual rating when seeing an additional

rating category in treatment D. They did, however, evaluate the rating scale in treatment D as

being less kind.

In Study II, we tested the total performance effect of a dummy category. We analyzed whether

a dummy category raises performance when subjects believe that the dummy category is used and

hence whether the Evaluation Effect and Incentive Effect are stronger than the negative Kindness-

of-the-Scale Effect. Therefore, subjects received a bonus payment based on relative performance and
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hence additional relative performance rating also for week two: They learned that the rating scale

of week one was also used for week two. Thus, not only the rating (scale) shown for week one but

also the incentive scheme in week two varied between treatments D and ND. Subjects in treatment

D faced an additional low rating category which increased the (perceived) prize spread of the bonus

tournament compared to treatment ND. Accordingly, differences between these treatments in week

two may not only be influenced by the rating (scale) seen for week one but also by the anticipation

of and hence incentive induced by the rating and payment for week two.

A dummy category did not raise performance in week two of Study II either: Average performance

did not differ significantly between treatments ND and D. We do, however, observe opposing effects

of a dummy category. Subjects receiving the lowest rating worked significantly more while those

receiving higher ratings worked significantly less in treatment D. As in Study I, subjects did not

report different levels of individual rating satisfaction between treatments. Moreover, the rating

scale in treatment D was perceived as less kind - however, only from those receiving the lowest

rating.

In addition, we analyzed whether a dummy category raises performance when subjects are

informed that the category is unused (positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect). Therefore, we ran

an additional treatment Transparent Dummy (TD): Subjects saw an additional unused low rating

categories but were informed that this rating category was unused. The communicated number of

rating categories used and the prize spread were equivalent in treatments ND and TD.

Also a transparent dummy category did not raise performance in week two of Study II: Average

performance and performance across rating categories did not differ significantly between treat-

ments ND and TD. However, subjects that did not rank in the lowest rating category evaluated

the rating scale in treatment TD as being more kind.

Our results indicate two main insights: (1) A dummy category does not raise performance in

short-term interactions. (2) Individuals do not only consider their incentives and individual per-

formance ranking but also pay attention to the design and kindness of a rating scale in short-term

interactions. Our work is closest to Vogt et al. (2021). They investigate how a dummy category

affects performance in a setting where employees experience multiple ratings and can react dynam-

ically. Consistent with our findings, they do not see significant performance differences in the first

working period.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we develop our hypotheses.

In Sections 3 and 4, we present Study I and II, respectively. In Section 5, we conclude.
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2. Literature and Hypotheses Development

Research on reciprocity in employer-employee interactions, which originated from the theory of gift

exchange (Adams 1963, Akerlof 1982), shows that employees reciprocate kind and punish unkind

behavior (see for instance Akerlof and Yellen 1988, 1990, Fehr et al. 1993, 1997, Charness 2004,

Chung and Narayandas 2017). Moreover, Falk et al. (2008) show that intentions of the gift-giver

are crucial to provoke reciprocal reactions (see also Falk and Fischbacher 2006, Kube et al. 2012).

Deploying a dummy category may increase performance by triggering positively reciprocal

responses when subjects believe the category is actually used: Ceteris paribus, employees receive

more generous feedback in the form of relatively higher ratings: For example, a rating in the cate-

gory 2 of 3 (top 66%) becomes a rating in the category 2 of 4 (top 75%). This may shift employees’

reference point which, in turn, increases positively reciprocal reactions among those who receive

high ratings or reduce negatively reciprocal reactions of those whose ratings fall short of their

expectations (see for instance Ockenfels et al. (2015) for an analysis of reciprocal reactions to per-

formance ratings). In that view, Bol (2011, p.1555) points out: “The behavioral perspective expects

leniency bias to positively affect perceived fairness by increasing the congruence between the rating

the employee thinks s/he deserves and the rating s/he actually receives“. Following the argument

of Ellingsen and Johannesson (2007), more generous ratings positively influence employees if they

see them as a sign of employer appreciation. Moreover, receiving higher relative ratings may also

make employees happier (Parducci 1965) and consequently motivate higher performance (Oswald

et al. 2015). We refer to positive effects of awarding higher relative ratings in the presence of a

dummy category as Evaluation Effect.

But there may also be negatively reciprocal effects when individuals believe that the dummy

category is used. Bowles and Polańıa-Reyes (2012, p.388) argue that incentive schemes transmit

information about the type and intentions of the incentive designer. If the specific incentive scheme

signals an employer’s “bad” intentions, employees may punish this. Adding a low rating category

to the rating scale may be judged as being unkind and signal “bad news” about the employer’s

type or intention since an additional punishment option is introduced. In turn, this can induce

negative reactions (Fehr and Rockenbach 2003). We refer to negative effects of employing a less

kind rating scale in the presence of a dummy category as negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect.

We expected individuals to focus more on their own rating than on the overall kindness of a

rating scale. Therefore, we hypothesized the positive Evaluation Effect to be stronger than the

negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect when individuals are not informed that the dummy category

is unused. We pre-registered:

Hypothesis 1a: Evaluation Effect Average performance is higher in the presence of a dummy

category if individuals are not informed that the dummy category is unused and incentives are held

constant.
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Simple economic reasoning suggests that a dummy category raises performance when employees

believe that the category is actually used. Employees have higher incentives to work as the addi-

tional low rating category penalizes low performance more. A key result in tournament theory is

that higher prize spreads should induce higher performance (see for example Lazear and Rosen

(1981)). Since adding a dummy category increases the (perceived) prize spread, a dummy category

should raise performance. We refer to positive effects of higher incentives in the presence of a

dummy category as Incentive Effect.

We expected individuals to focus more on their individual ratings and (monetary) incentives

than on the overall kindness of a rating scale. Therefore, we conjectured the positive Incentive

and Evaluation Effect of a dummy category to be stronger than the negative Kindness-of-the-

Scale Effect when individuals are not informed that the category is unused. Consequently, we

pre-registered:

Hypothesis 1b: Evaluation & Incentive Effect Average performance is higher in the presence

of a dummy category if individuals are not informed that the category is unused.

When individuals know that the dummy category is unused it may trigger positively reciprocal

reactions. Ratings and incentives do not change if individuals know that the dummy category

is never used. However, the transparency of not using the lowest category may transmit ”good

news” about employers as it signals that they refrained from using an available punishment option.

Following the reasoning outlined above, this might signal kindness and good faith of employers and

in turn increase performance. We refer to positive effects of employing a more kind rating scale in

the presence of a transparent dummy category as positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect. We hence

pre-registered:

Hypothesis 2: Positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect Average performance is higher in the

presence of a dummy category if individuals are informed that the category is unused.

We expected that Evaluation and Incentive Effect are stronger than the Positive Kindness-of-

the-Scale Effect since we expected that individuals focus more on their individual ranking and

(monetary) incentives. Accordingly, we pre-registered:

Hypothesis 3: Evaluation & Incentive Effect II Average performance is higher if individuals

are not informed that the dummy category is unused than if they are informed that the dummy

category is unused.

The literature suggests that those ranking lowest react stronger to an additional low - but

unused - rating category. Studies on performance feedback report de-motivating effects of receiving

negative feedback in the form of low rankings, see for example Barankay (2011, 2012) or Gill et al.

(2019). If individuals are not aware that the category is unused, employing a dummy category

avoids giving harsh negative feedback to those ranking lowest. In the same light - if subjects know
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that the dummy category is unused - we expect those ranking lowest to perceive the kind act of not

using a punishment option stronger. Moreover, one might argue that the proposed Incentive Effect

is stronger or - even more conservative - only present for those ranking lowest as they have the

highest probability to be ranked in that category. We refer to the stronger performance increase of

those ranking lowest when seeing a (transparent) dummy category as Last Place Effect. We hence

pre-registered:

Hypothesis 4: Last Place Effect The performance increase in the presence of a dummy category

is stronger for those ranking lowest.

3. Study I: The Effect of a Dummy Category on Performance When
Incentives are Held Constant

In Study I, we tested the reciprocal responses to a dummy category when subjects are not informed

that the dummy category is unused. We tested Hypothesis 1a and investigated whether the poten-

tially positive effects of giving more generous feedback (Evaluation Effect) outweigh the potentially

negative effects of employing a potentially less kind rating scale (negative Kindness-of-the-Scale

Effect). Therefore, we excluded the potential Incentive Effect of a dummy category by holding

incentives constant between treatments. We also analyzed whether the performance effects were

stronger for those ranking lowest (Hypothesis 4).

3.1. Experimental Design

Overview As a university department, we recruited subjects from the online labor market Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk to digitize handwritten grades. Our design is in accordance with standard

ethical guidelines but we did not disclose that the task was an experiment. Subjects worked in

two consecutive weeks. We paid a bonus payment based on relative performance for week one. We

explained that subjects receive higher bonus payments, the higher subjects rank relative to their

peers. However, we did not explained details about the rating scale such that week one was identical

across treatments. Subjects received private performance feedback for week one before they worked

again in week two. In treatment (No) Dummy, we did (not) display a dummy category in the

performance evaluation of week one. In week two, subjects did not receive a performance depen-

dent payment in order to prevent the potential Incentive Effect from different incentives between

treatments. We sent out a questionnaire on the kindness of the rating scales and demographics

after week two (see Appendix H). Figure 1 shows the experimental procedure. See Appendix E &

F for screenshots of week one and two.
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Figure 1 Experimental Procedure

2
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Instructions & 
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Week 1

Instructions & 
Quiz

Week 2

Experimental Details We used week one only to provide performance ratings in week two. There-

fore, it was kept the same across treatments to avoid treatment specific performance effects that

distort ratings between treatments. Subjects worked for 20 minutes digitizing grades from scanned

exam cover sheets. See Appendix A for details on the real effort task. Subjects learned that they

receive a bonus based on relative performance in addition to a fixed wage. However, they did not

learn the rating scale or respective number of rating categories. Performance was defined as the

number of correctly entered cover sheets; a cover sheet was evaluated as entered correctly if all

grades were entered correctly. Subjects had to pass a quiz on the task and payment structure to

be able to work.

We used week two to test performance effects of a dummy category. Subjects were invited via

e-mail to work again. They could work on the task between Monday and Friday. Upon entering

the task, subjects received private performance rankings for their work in week one. Dependent

on the treatment, subjects saw a dummy category in the rating scale. They were then asked how

satisfied they were with their individual rating. The incentive scheme of week two was explained in

the instructions afterwards: We paid the same fixed wage in both treatments but no performance

dependent bonus to eliminate effects due to different incentive schemes. Hence, subjects did not

receive rank feedback for week two. Subjects had to pass a quiz on the task and payment structure

to work again. Working time was not restricted.

The computer rated performance in week one using three rating categories in both treatments.

Ratings were based on relative performance and followed the same procedure in all treatments

such that only categories one to three were actually awarded. Category one was awarded to the

highest performing subjects and category three to the lowest performing subjects. Subjects were

not informed about the specific details of the rating procedure.

Treatment Variation Subjects either saw three or four rating categories, dependent on the treat-

ment. Figure 2 depicts exemplary the scale subjects saw when receiving the rating ”Grade 3” across

treatments. In treatment “No Dummy” (ND) subjects saw the actual three-point rating scale used

by the computer. In treatment “Dummy” (D), an additional fourth rating category was displayed

at the bottom. Subjects were not informed that the additional category was unused. We randomly

assigned subjects to either treatment D or ND stratifying assignment based on the performance in
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Figure 2 Performance Ratings Receiving Grade 3 Across Treatments

No Dummy

Transparent Dummy

Dummy

week one. In treatment ND, subjects learned that 30% of the ratings were given in the top category

- Grade 1 -, 40% in the middle category - Grade 2 -, and 30% in the lowest category - Grade 3. To

avoid deception in treatment D, subjects learned that 30% of the ratings were given in category 3

and 4 that is, Grade 3 and 4, respectively.

Experimental Protocol and Subject Pool We recruited subjects on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

(MTurk) online labor market using the service of TurkPrime (Litman et al. 2017) to manage our

HITs. The experiment was conducted online with Qualtrics and a self-developed Javascript.

Over the past decade, MTurk has received increased attention of researchers as platform to

conduct scientific experiments: see for example Horton (2010), Barankay (2011) and the reference

in Horton et al. (2011). On Amazon’s platform, employers can post job offers, so called Human

Intelligence Tasks (HITs), to a workforce of at least eighty-five thousand US workers active during

the time of our study (Robinson et al. 2019). For a more detailed description of the marketplace

see Ipeirotis (2010) or Paolacci et al. (2010).

We ran our treatments in March 2018. We recruited subjects on Monday and Tuesday in the

first week. No subject participated in more than one treatment. Subjects were invited via e-mail to

work again on Monday the week after. To increase the likelihood of returning in week two, subjects

could work on the task all week (Monday-Friday) as well as pause and return to the task later. We

only recruited residents of the United States and required workers to have had completed at least

100 HITs with an approval rate of at least 90% to ensure that subjects were familiar with MTurk,

avoid complications arising from difficulties in understanding the English task instructions and

to prevent performance noise due to different time-zones. Note that theses sampling restrictions

still allow a sufficient total population size (Robinson et al. 2019) and thus worker non-näıveté

(Chandler et al. 2014) cannot be a problem in our study.

Selective attrition is not a concern in our study. We avoided selection in the return rate, as

treatment details were revealed only after subjects returned in week two. However, when returned,

subjects could drop-out after receiving their performance rating. Moreover, we excluded subjects

from the experiment that failed the quiz or worked on a device without sufficient screen resolution.

Additionally, subjects had the choice to answer the questionnaire as it was sent out after working
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in week two. We check selective attrition for the afore mentioned cases. There are no statistically

significant differences between treatments neither for the drop-out rates (χ2(1) = 0.27 p= .60), the

screen-out rates (χ2(1) = 0.47 p= .49) or the questionnaire-return rates (χ2(1) = 0.05 p= .82). Our

study hence does not suffer from selective attrition.

946 subjects completed week two. Of those who answered the questionnaire, 58% were female,

the median age was 35. The median educational level was a bachelor’s degree and the median

income class ranged from $30,001 to $40,000. See Table A1 in the Appendix B for detailed sample

demographics. Earnings ranged between $5.50 and $8.50 depending on the bonus payment. The

median experiment duration was 46.67 minutes (sum of week one and two). This results in a

median hourly wage of $7.55, which is substantially above median earnings on MTurk and above

the federal minimum wage in the United States.

3.2. Results

We first analyze how a dummy category affected performance. We then examine questionnaire data

to explore how it affected rating satisfaction and the perceived kindness of a rating scale.

3.2.1. Performance Across Treatments We hypothesized that average performance is

higher in treatment Dummy (D) as compared to treatment No Dummy (ND) since we expected

individuals to focus more on their own rating than on the kindness of a rating scale (Hypothesis

1a: Evaluation Effect). We analyze performance in week two as week one was the same across

treatments. Subjects did not receive a performance rating for week two and incentives did not

differ between treatments in week two. Thereby, we excluded any potential Incentive Effect of a

dummy category. Hence, performance can only be affected by reciprocal responses induced by the

additional rating category shown.

Contrary to our hypothesis, a dummy category did not increase average performance: The coeffi-

cient of the treatment indicator ”Dummy Category” is insignificant and negative in our regression

analysis shown in column (1) of Table 1. We report OLS regressions and control for week one per-

formance to capture individual performance differences that can still occur despite our sampling

procedure. The results are robust to using tobit regressions and controlling for the day, as well as

time of day subjects worked (Appendix C). Thus, we do not find support that the Evaluation Effect

is stronger than the Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect when subjects receive one performance rating. It

seems that the two opposing reciprocal effects offset each other.

We next analyze how a dummy category affected the performance of those ranking lowest.

We hypothesized that the effects are stronger for these subjects since being rated second last in
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Table 1 Impact of a Dummy Category on Performance if Incentives are Held Constant

Dependent Variable: ND vs. D
Number of Cover Sheets Entered Correctly (1) (2)

Dummy Category -3.77 -4.57
(2.78) (3.55)

Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 2.98
(5.19)

Grade 3 in t-1 -2.26
(5.18)

Pre-round Performance 0.57∗∗∗ 0.57∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.08)

Constant 15.86∗∗∗ 16.96∗∗∗

(3.38) (6.51)

Observations 946 946

Note: Ordinary least squares regressions on individ-
ual output are performed. D := Dummy Treatment;
ND := No Dummy Treatment.

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p <0.01. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses, clustered at the individ-
ual level.

treatment D as compared to last in treatment ND may trigger a stronger reaction (Hypothesis 4:

Last Place Effect).

Grade 3 was the lowest possible ranking. In our setting, grades were equivalent to performance

ranks in the pre-round: Subjects receiving grade 3 belonged to the lowest 30% of the performance

distribution, grade 1 and 2 belonged to the top 70%.

Contrary to our hypothesis, also low performer did not work more when seeing a dummy cate-

gory: The interaction term of receiving grade 3 with the treatment indicator ”Dummy Category”

in column (2) of Table 1 is insignificant. The results are robust to using tobit regressions and

controlling for day and time of day (see Appendix C). Hence, we also do not observe a Last Place

Effect when subjects receive only one performance rating.

3.2.2. Rating Satisfaction Across Treatments We test whether individuals in treatment

D were more satisfied with their rating (grade) than those awarded with the same category in

treatment ND.

When receiving their performance rating in week two, we asked subjects - on the same screen

- how satisfied they were with their rating. The scale ranged from 1 (not satisfied at all) to

7 (extremely satisfied), increasing values of the score thus reflect higher satisfaction levels. The

payment scheme of the second part could not influence satisfaction as incentives did not differ

between treatments and were communicated after the ranking was shown.
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Figure 3 Kindness of Rating Scale Across Treatments
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Subjects across treatments did not report different levels of satisfaction when receiving grade 1,

2 or 3 (see Table A5 in Appendix D for the p-values of Wilcoxon tests comparing the satisfaction

across grades). Hence, in case of one evaluation, seeing a dummy category did not increase rating

satisfaction - in line with the results comparing performance between treatments.

3.2.3. Kindness of Rating Scale Across Treatments To investigate whether a dummy

category conveys ”bad news” about an employer, we analyze survey data obtained in the post-trial

questionnaire (see Appendix H). We showed subjects the rating scale of their treatment again and

asked how kind they perceived it. The scale ranged from 1 (very unkind) to 7 (very kind), such

that increasing values of the score reflect higher kindness levels.

If a dummy category was interpreted as bad news, subjects should have evaluated the rating

scales of treatment Dummy (D) as less kind. We test this by comparing subjects’ kindness eval-

uations between treatments ND and D. Figure 3 shows the mean kindness evaluations between

treatments. We differentiate between subjects receiving the top rating categories grade 1 and 2 (on

the left) and the lowest rating category grade 3 (on the right hand side) to analyze whether effects

differ across performance classes.

The additional low rating category was interpreted as ”bad” news. Across performance classes,

subjects evaluated the rating scale in treatment D - when they did not know that the additional

rating category was unused - as being less kind (Wilcoxon test, two-sided, p= .000 and p= .000,

respectively).

4. Study II: The Effect of a Dummy Category on Performance

In Study II, we investigated the total performance effect of a dummy category. We tested whether a

dummy category raises performance when individuals believe that the category is used (Hypothesis
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Figure 4 Performance Ratings Receiving Grade 3 Across Treatments

No Dummy

Transparent Dummy

Dummy

1b) and hence whether the potentially positive effects of higher incentives (Incentive Effect) and

more generous feedback (Evaluation Effect) outweigh the potentially negative effects of employing

a potentially less kind rating scale (negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect). In addition, we tested

whether a dummy category raises performance when individuals are informed that the dummy

category is unused (Hypothesis 2) and hence whether a more kind rating scale raises performance

(positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect). We also examined whether performance was higher in the

treatment where individuals were not informed that the dummy category is unused than in the

treatment where they were informed (Hypothesis 3). In all three analyses, we tested if the perfor-

mance effects were stronger for those ranking lowest (Hypothesis 4).

4.1. Experimental Design

Compared to Study I, subjects received a bonus payment and hence performance rating also for

their performance in week two. As a result, Study II followed the protocol of Study I and everything

else was the same except for the payment scheme in week two. Subjects learned that the rating

scale of week one was also used for determining the rating and payment in week two. Accordingly,

not only the rating (scale) shown for week one but also the anticipation of and the incentives

induced by the rating in week two can affect performance in week two. See Appendix E & G for

screenshots of week one and week two.

To test the effect of a dummy category when individuals know that the category is unused, we ran

an additional treatment ”Transparent Dummy” (TD). In the new treatment subjects also saw four

rating categories but learned that the fourth rating category was unused. Note that treatment ND

and treatment TD have the same prize spread and the communicated number of rating categories

in use is equivalent. Figure 4 shows exemplary the scale subjects saw when receiving the rating

”Grade 3” across treatments. We randomly assigned subjects to either treatment D, ND or TD

stratifying assignment based on the performance in week one.

We recruited subjects on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) in June 2018. We excluded par-

ticipants of Study I and no subject took part in more than one treatment. A questionnaire was

sent out to all subjects two weeks after week two.
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Selective attrition is not a concern in our study. We avoided selection in the return rate as treat-

ment details were revealed only after subjects returned in week two. We check selective attrition

for the drop-out, screen-out and questionnaire return rates. There are no statistically significant

differences across treatments neither for the drop-out rates (χ2(2) = 0.21 p= .90), the screen-out

rates (χ2(2) = 1.78 p= .41) or the questionnaire-return rates (χ2(2) = 4.63 p= .10).

1,389 subjects completed week two. Of those who answered the questionnaire 61% were female,

the median age was 34. The median educational level was a bachelor’s degree and the median

income class ranged from $30,001 to $40,000. See Table A2 in the Appendix B for detailed sample

demographics. Earnings ranged between $5.50 and $8.50 depending on the bonus payment. The

median experiment duration was 51.47 minutes resulting in a median hourly wage of $8.74, which

is substantially above median earnings on MTurk and above the federal minimum wage in the

United States.

4.2. Results

We first present performance effects of a dummy category. We then analyze how a dummy category

affected individual rating satisfaction and the perceived kindness of a rating scale.

4.2.1. Performance Across Treatments In all treatments, incentive schemes in week two

resembled a tournament in which participants competed for bonus payments. Subjects in treatment

ND and TD faced a three prize tournament while those in treatment D entered a (perceived) four

prize tournament. A conjecture of the incentive literature is that the dummy category in treatment

D - where subjects did not know that it is unused - increases performance (Incentive Effect).

Compared to Study I, behavior in these experimental conditions may hence not only be influenced

by a different rating (scale) shown (Evaluation & negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect) but also

by different communicated incentives (Incentive Effect).

Table 2 shows our regression results. We investigate performance effects in week two as week one

was the same across treatments. We report OLS regressions and control for week one performance

to capture individual performance differences that can still occur within the degrees of freedom of

our sampling procedure. The results are robust to controlling for the day and time of day subjects

worked as well as performing tobit regressions (see Appendix C).

First, we compare treatment D - where individuals were not informed that the dummy category

was unused - to treatment ND. We expected the positive effects of higher relative ratings (Evalu-

ation Effect) and higher incentives (Incentive Effect) to be stronger than the potentially negative

effects of a less kind rating scale in the presence of a dummy category (negative Kindness-of-the-

Scale Effect). We thus hypothesized that average performance in treatment D is higher than in

treatment ND (Hypothesis 1b: Evaluation & Incentive Effect).
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Table 2 Impact of a Dummy Category on Performance

Dependent Variable: ND vs. D ND vs. TD D vs. TD
Number of Cover Sheets Entered Correctly (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dummy Category -3.69 -7.51∗ -4.54 -5.50
(3.31) (4.05) (2.93) (3.51)

Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 15.32∗∗ 3.68
(6.62) (6.30)

Transparent Dummy Category 0.90 -2.05
(3.35) (4.01)

Transparent Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 11.56
(7.07)

Grade 3 in t-1 -14.48∗∗ -15.11∗∗ -0.14
(6.83) (6.64) (6.08)

Pre-round Performance 0.95∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.96∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗∗ 0.94∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.08) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07)

Constant 26.05∗∗∗ 34.47∗∗∗ 25.32∗∗∗ 35.49∗∗∗ 29.15∗∗∗ 28.02∗∗∗

(4.26) (7.59) (4.15) (7.14) (3.92) (6.39)

Observations 928 928 934 934 934 934

Note: Ordinary least squares regressions on individual output are performed. D, Dummy Treatment;
ND, No Dummy Treatment; TD, Transparent Dummy Treatment.

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p <0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the indi-
vidual level.

The results do not support our hypothesis. Average performance in treatment D was not higher

than in treatment ND: The coefficient of the treatment indicator ”Dummy Category” is insignificant

and negative in column (1) of Table 2. Thus, we do not find support for a stronger Evaluation and

Incentive Effect when subjects receive two ratings. Instead, it seems that the negative effects of a

less kind rating scale offset the positive effects of higher rankings and higher incentives.

We next analyze the effects of the dummy category in treatment D on subjects receiving the

lowest ranking (grade 3). The underlying hypothesis is that both, Incentive and Evaluation Effect

are stronger for those ranking lowest (Hypothesis 4: Last Place Effect).

The results support the hypothesis of a Last Place Effect in the presence of a dummy category.

Subjects who received grade 3 in treatment D worked significantly more than subjects with the

same rating in treatment ND: The interaction term of the treatment indicator ”Dummy Category”

with receiving a grade 3 for performance in week one is significant in column (2) of Table 2.

Interestingly, subjects receiving grade 1 or 2 worked significantly less in treatment D indicated by

the significant negative treatment indicator ”Dummy Category” in column (2) of Table 2. This

indicates that - when individuals receive two ratings - a dummy category has positive performance

effects only on those ranking lowest.

Second, we compare treatment TD - where individuals did know that the dummy category

was unused - to treatment ND. Incentives did not differ between these treatments. However, a
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transparent dummy category might signal kindness of the employer and induce positively reciprocal

reactions that increase performance. We hence, hypothesized that average performance in treatment

TD is higher than in treatment ND (Hypothesis 2: Positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect).

Contrary to our hypothesis, we do not find support for a positive Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect

when subjects receive two ratings. Average performance in treatment TD was not higher than

in treatment ND: The coefficient of the treatment indicator ”Transparent Dummy Category” is

statistically and economically insignificant in column (3) of Table 2.

Comparing performance between those receiving the lowest ranking, we do not find support for

a Last Place Effect in presence of a transparent dummy category (Hypothesis 4: Last Place Effect).

The interaction term of the treatment indicator ”Transparent Dummy Category” with grade 3 is

insignificant in column (4) of Table 2.

Third, we compare performance in treatment D with performance in treatment TD. We hypoth-

esized that average performance is higher in treatment D than in treatment TD (Hypothesis 3:

Evaluation & Incentive Effect II ) since we expected individuals to focus more on their own rating

and incentives than on the kindness of a rating scale.

We do not find support that performance is higher in the presence of a dummy category as

compared to a transparent dummy category. Performance was not significantly different between

treatments D and TD: The coefficient of the treatment indicator ”Transparent Dummy Category”

is insignificant and negative in column (5) of Table 2.

We do not find support for a Last Place Effect (Hypothesis 4) since there are also no significant

differences comparing performance between those ranking lowest. The interaction term of the

treatment indicator ”Dummy Category” with grade 3 is insignificant in column (6) of Table 2.

4.3. Rating Satisfaction Across Treatments

We analyze questionnaire data to investigate whether higher relative ratings in treatment Dummy

increase subjects’ rating satisfaction. When subjects received their rating in week two, we asked

them how satisfied they were with their rating. The scale ranged from 1 (not satisfied at all) to7

(extremely satisfied), increasing values of the score reflect higher satisfaction levels.

As in Study I, higher relative ratings did not increase rating satisfaction in Study II which is

also in line with the results of the performance analysis. Subjects across treatments did not report

different levels of satisfaction when receiving grade 1, 2 or 3 (see Table A5 in Appendix D for the p-

values of Wilcoxon tests comparing the satisfaction across grades). Note that the different payment

schemes across treatments can not influence responses as they were communicated afterwards.
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4.3.1. Kindness of Rating Scale Across Treatments To investigate whether the presence

of a dummy category affects the perceived kindness of a rating scale, we report survey data obtained

in the post-trial questionnaire (see Appendix H). We showed subjects the rating scale of their

treatment again and asked how kind they perceived it on a scale from 1 (very unkind) to 7 (very

kind). Increasing values of the score reflect higher kindness levels. Figure 5 shows the kindness

evaluations of subjects receiving grade 1 and 2 on the left and grade 3 on the right hand side.

See Table A6 in Appendix D for the p-values of Wilcoxon tests comparing the kindness across

treatments.

If individuals do not know that the additional rating category is unused, a dummy category

introduces an additional punishment option and thereby may signal an employers unkindness and

bad intentions. The literature suggests - and we also observed in Study I - that individuals perceive

the rating scale in treatment Dummy (D) as being less kind compared to the rating scale used in

treatment No Dummy (ND).

We find again support that a dummy category is interpreted as ”bad” news. Subjects receiving

grade 3 - the lowest rating - evaluated the rating scale in treatment D as being less kind than

the scale in treatment ND (Wilcoxon test, two-sided, p= .000). Subjects receiving grade 1 and 2,

however, did not perceive the rating scale in treatment D as being less kind than in treatment ND

(Wilcoxon test, two-sided, p= .544).

If individuals do know that the additional rating category is unused, employing a transparent

dummy category may signal kindness and good intentions of employers as they refrain from using

an available punishment option. Therefore, the literature suggests that subjects perceive the scale

in treatment Transparent Dummy (TD) as being more kind compared to the rating scale used in

treatment D and ND.

We find support that employing a transparent dummy category is interpreted as being kind.

Compared to treatment D, subjects across performance classes evaluated the scale in treatment

TD as more kind (Wilcoxon test, two-sided, p = .011 p = .002 comparing grade 1&2 and grade

3, respectively). Compared to treatment ND, only subjects receiving grade 1 and 2 evaluated the

scale in treatment TD as more kind (Wilcoxon test, two-sided, p= .003 p= .782 comparing grade

1&2 and grade 3, respectively).

5. Conclusion

We studied performance effects of a dummy category in short-term interactions. Contrary to our

hypotheses, a dummy category did not increase performance in our setting - independent of whether

subjects were informed or not that the additional category is unused.
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Figure 5 Kindness of Rating Scale Across Treatments
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We expected that more generous ratings (Evaluation Effect) and higher incentives (Incentive

Effect) in the presence of a dummy category increase performance and thus offset potential negative

effects arising from employing a less kind rating scale (negative Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect).

We did, however, not see a performance increase in the presence of a dummy category. It seems

that the opposing effects of a category outweigh each other. Subjects ranking lowest increased

performance in the presence of a dummy category while those ranking higher reduced performance:

the Incentive Effect of a dummy category seems only present for those ranking lowest. Moreover,

we found indication that subjects perceive the rating scale in treatment Dummy as being less kind.

We expected that employing a transparent dummy category increases performance by triggering

positively reciprocal reactions to employing a more kind rating scale (positive Kindness-of-the-Scale

Effect).

We did, however, not see a performance increase in the presence of a transparent dummy cate-

gory either. Interestingly, we found indication that subjects perceive the rating scale in treatment

Transparent Dummy as being more kind. However, these kindness perceptions did not translate

into performance effects.

To sum up, we do not find evidence that a dummy category increases performance in short-term

interactions but we find that individuals also pay attention to the kindness of rating scales. The

kindness of a rating scale seems to be as important as the individual rating and incentives when

subjects receive one or two performance ratings.

In practice, employees usually work over multiple periods and receive multiple consecutive per-

formance ratings over a longer time period. It is thus a very important question which of the effects

- Incentive, Rating or Kindness-of-the-Scale Effect - prevails or whether they cancel out in the long

run. We leave this study to future research.
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Appendix A: A Novel Real Effort Task

The instructions in Appendix E-G show the working screen in our field experiment. We provided sets of

artificially created exam cover sheets that contained a table of six handwritten grades. Employees’ task was

to enter the grades displayed at the top into the entry fields on the bottom of the screen.

We chose the appearance of the real effort task in line with a job (1.) MTurk workers are used to, (2.) a

university department actually does and (3.) which is reasonably outsourced. The task is very similar to the

jobs otherwise found in the Mechanical Turk marketplace in terms of the type of work, difficulty and time

required. It is also common practice for university departments to digitize class results that were initially

marked using pen and paper. To make it plausible that our class results had not been digitized yet, we chose

exam from the year 2004.

Our real effort task is very tedious, non cognitively-demanding that primarily requires attention and can

be solved without prior knowledge. It induces positive effort costs and potential learning effects can be

neglected. Due to the nature of the task, we assume that intrinsic motivation does not play a role in our

setting.

We assured that the individual grading on a cover sheet as well as the overall class grading followed a

reasonable distribution. Furthermore, grades were written from the same person to eliminate difficulties due

to different handwriting. We created an initial set of 200 cover sheets. Out of the initial set we created

new sets by changing information on the cover sheet - the exam date and number of pages - leaving the

handwritten grades untouched. Note that thereby the actual grades on the exam cover sheets were identical

across sets. We randomly varied which set was displayed and assured that every subject saw a specific version

only once. In addition, the display order of individual cover sheets within one set was randomly varied for

each subject. In the Study I, subjects could enter up to 200, in Study II up to 400 cover sheets in week two.

We also paid attention to reducing noise in performance due to different technical skills and varying

technical conditions. We did so by restricting the input of grades to capital letters and did not allow any

special character other than ”+” and ”-”. Moreover, we required a screen resolution of at least 1200 (width)

x 700 (height) such that none of the subjects had to scroll while transferring the grades.
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Appendix B: Sample Demographics

Table A1 Sample Demographics Study I (N=838)

Demographics Percentage

Agea 38.21 (12.05)
Gender (female) 58.00
Highest level of education

Less than High school degree 0.00
High school graduate 6.80
Vocational/technical school 6.56
Some college 31.74
Bachelor’s degree 41.89
Master’s degree 10.38
Doctoral degree 0.84
Advanced Professional Degree (JD, MD, MBA, etc.) 1.79

Employment status
Working (paid employee) 67.30
Working (self-employed) 16.23
Not working 14.44
Other 2.03

Annual income from all sources before taxes
$10,000 or less 15.39
$10,001 to $20,000 10.38
$20,001 to $30,000 9.90
$30,001 to $40,000 14.08
$40,001 to $50,000 12.41
$50,001 to $60,000 12.05
$60,001 to $70,000 5.85
$70,001 to $80,000 7.76
Over $80,000 12.17

Note: a Mean (Standard Deviation)

Table A2 Sample Demographics Study II (N=1,339)

Demographics Percentage

Agea 36.16 (11.36)
Gender (female) 61.24
Highest level of education

Less than High school degree 0.60
High school graduate 8.51
Vocational/technical school 5.15
Some college 28.23
Bachelor’s degree 42.49
Master’s degree 12.40
Doctoral degree 1.12
Advanced Professional Degree (JD, MD, MBA, etc.) 1.49

Employment status
Working (paid employee) 65.42
Working (self-employed) 16.36
Not working 15.46
Other 2.76

Annual income from all sources before taxes
$10,000 or less 12.85
$10,001 to $20,000 10.68
$20,001 to $30,000 15.24
$30,001 to $40,000 12.70
$40,001 to $50,000 11.73
$50,001 to $60,000 11.80
$60,001 to $70,000 8.14
$70,001 to $80,000 7.54
Over $80,000 9.33

Note: a Mean (Standard Deviation)
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Appendix C: Robustness Checks of Regressions in Table 1 & Table 2

Table A3 Impact of a Dummy Category on Individual Performance II

Dependent Variable: Study I Study II

Number of Cover Sheets Entered Correctly ND vs. D ND vs. D ND vs. TD D vs. TD
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dummy Category -4.17 -4.37 -3.44 -7.57∗ -4.62 -5.61
(2.92) (3.67) (3.35) (4.07) (2.95) (3.52)

Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 0.75 16.70∗∗ 3.78
(5.61) (6.81) (6.37)

Transparent Dummy Category 1.27 -1.98
(3.37) (4.02)

Transparent Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 12.86∗

(7.26)

Grade 3 in t-1 -1.50 -15.54∗∗ -16.21∗∗ -0.13
(5.42) (6.97) (6.79) (6.10)

Pre-round Performance 0.61∗∗∗ 0.59∗∗∗ 0.97∗∗∗ 0.90∗∗∗ 0.98∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.95∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.09) (0.06) (0.09) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07)

Constant 12.57∗∗∗ 13.73∗∗ 24.38∗∗∗ 33.28∗∗∗ 23.62∗∗∗ 34.33∗∗∗ 28.49∗∗∗ 27.32∗∗∗

(3.63) (6.80) (4.39) (7.64) (4.27) (7.19) (3.97) (6.42)

Observations 946 946 928 928 934 934 934 934

Note: Tobit regressions on individual output are performed. D, Dummy Treatment; ND, No Dummy Treatment; TD,
Transparent Dummy Treatment

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p <0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the individual level.

Table A4 Impact of a Dummy Category on Individual Performance III

Dependent Variable: Study I Study II

Number of Cover Sheets Entered Correctly ND vs. D ND vs. D ND vs. TD D vs. TD
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dummy Category -3.73 -4.67 -3.16 -6.70 -3.46 -4.45
(2.81) (3.59) (3.38) (4.12) (2.98) (3.57)

Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 3.50 14.41∗∗ 3.79
(5.32) (6.74) (6.36)

Transparent Dummy Category 1.34 -0.59
(3.32) (3.97)

Transparent Dummy Category#Grade 3 in t-1 7.56
(7.10)

Grade 3 in t-1 -2.40 -14.26∗∗ -12.71∗ -1.22
(5.31) (6.78) (6.55) (6.13)

Pre-round Performance 0.56∗∗∗ 0.56∗∗∗ 0.94∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.95∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.08) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07)

Constant -9.48∗∗∗ -6.88 75.21 84.42∗ 87.54∗∗ 98.11∗∗∗ 26.78∗∗ 26.63∗∗

(1.63) (7.35) (46.69) (46.34) (36.72) (36.77) (11.78) (12.81)

Observations 946 946 928 928 934 934 934 934
Session Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: OLS regressions on individual output are performed. Session dummies are included. D, Dummy Treatment; ND,
No Dummy Treatment; TD, Transparent Dummy Treatment

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p <0.01. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the individual level.
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Appendix D: Tests of Satisfaction Levels and Perceived Kindness Across
Treatments

Table A5 P-values of Tests Comparing Satisfactions Levels Across Treatments

Satisfaction in Study I Satisfaction in Study II

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

D vs. ND .607 .332 .296 .752 .574 .862
D vs. TD - - - .511 .821 .315
ND vs. TD - - - .734 .756 .232

Note: We report p-values of two-sided Wilcoxon ranksum tests.

Table A6 P-values of Tests Comparing the Perceived Kindness Across Treatments

Scale Kindness in Study I Scale Kindness in Study II

Grade 1 & 2 Grade 3 Grade 1 & 2 Grade 3

D vs. ND .000 .000 .544 .004
D vs. TD - - .011 .002
ND vs. TD - - .003 .782

Note: We report p-values of two-sided Wilcoxon ranksum tests.
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Appendix E: Instructions Week One
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Dummy
Treatment

No Dummy
Treatment

screen seen only if "Leave Task" was selected
on the previous screen screen seen only if "Yes" was selected

on the previous screen;
these subjects did not participate in week two
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Appendix F: Instructions Week Two Study I
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Dummy
Treatment

Dummy Transparent
Treatment

No Dummy
Treatment

screen seen only if "Leave Task" was selected
on the previous screen

screen seen only if "Yes" was selected
on the previous screen;
these subjects did not participate in week two

Dummy
Treatment
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Appendix G: Instructions Week Two Study II



Dummy Transparent
Treatment

No Dummy
Treatment

Dummy
Treatment

No Dummy & Transparent Dummy
Treatment
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No Dummy
Treatment

Dummy
Treatment

Transparent Dummy
Treatment
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Appendix H: Post Trial Questionnaire
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